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Dear readers, 
 
We are pleased to present the new PRO HR bulletin. In this issue, we, in 
particular, discuss the following matters:  

• how to adapt the employee pension plan (EPP) so as to avoid the 
obligation of creating employee capital plans (ECP);  

• new temporary residence permits and measures aimed at facilitating the 
transfer of employees within one capital group;  

• application of a 19% tax rate to revenues gained by the employee from 
incentive programs. 

Paulina Zawadzka-
Filipczyk 

 

Enjoy your reading,  
 Sławomir Paruch 

	

The postponement of the effective date of the new regulations gives 
more time to those of you who maintain the Employee Pension Plan 
(EPP) to adapt it to new requirements. In this way, you will be able to 
benefit from exemption from the obligation to create and maintain the 
ECP. Employers who pay the basic contribution reaching at least 3.5% 
of the employee's remuneration will not have to create the ECP for at 
least 6 months preceding the effective date of the Act on ECP. So, if 
you maintain an EPP but you currently pay a lower contribution, I 
recommend that you increase it as soon as possible up to the level of 
at least 3.5 %. 

„Extra time” for adaptation of the EPP and avoidance of the obligation to create the ECP 

The introduction of the obligatory Employee Capital Plans (ECP) has been delayed. At present, it is 
scheduled for 1 July 2018. This will create an additional opportunity for employers establishing the EPP 
to adapt it to new requirements and be exempt from the obligation to introduce the ECP. 
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New Employee Capital Plans 
for employers as the obligatory 
form of employee pension plan 
 
The meeting will be hosted by 
Łukasz Kuczkowski, legal 
advisor.  
It will be held on  
21 September, 2017 
(Thursday),  
between 11:30 AM  
and 13:30 PM,  
in our law firm's office, 
Bonifraterska 17, Warsaw. 
 
 
Masters of Employment Law – 
6th edition  
5 October 2017  
 
We invite you to attend the 6th 
autumn edition of the Masters of 
Employment Law. This training 
program has been created for 
persons dealing with labour law 
on a day-to-day basis. The 
training is, in particular, dedicated 
to personnel directors and HR 
managers, as well as persons 
responsible for employee 
management. Detailed 
information and program is 
available here. 
 
Any queries should be sent to: 
prohrevents@raczkowski.eu 

EVENTS 

From the beginning of August 2017, 
employment agencies and employers who use 
temporary workers must take into account that 
employment agreements of pregnant temporary 
workers may be extended until the date of 
childbirth. This applies to temporary workers, 
whose employment agreement would otherwise 
run its course after the third month of 
pregnancy. However, in order to benefit from the 
automatic extension, the temporary worker must 
have at least 2 months of service with the given 
agency. This period counts from the date of 
entry into force of the amended law, i.e., from 
1 June 2017. The first extensions of 
employment  may take place in August. 
	

Busy August in temporary work sector - extension of employment 
until childbirth, information obligations of the agency 

How to increase the amount of basic contribution as part of 
the EPP? 

 
1. We enter into an annex to the agreement with the 

pension fund (preliminary agreement) 
 

2. We enter into an annex to the company agreement 
 

We present to the representatives of the employees a 
draft annex to the company agreement regarding the 
increase in the basic contribution, and attach the final 
text of that agreement (taking into account the 
amendments arising from the annex) and the conditions 
of amendment of the agreement with the pension fund 
(see item 1). 
 
The annex is signed by the employer and representatives 
of employees appointed according to relevant 
procedures (depending on whether trade unions operate 
at the employer's company). When entering into the 
annex one should observe the provisions of the company 
agreement specifying the procedure for modification of its 
content (e.g., specific form). 

 
3. We enter into an annex to the agreement with the 

pension fund (final agreement) 
 
Depending on the content of the given agreement, the 
amendment to the provisions of the company agreement 
within the scope of increase in the basic contribution 
triggers the need to amend the content of the agreement 
made with a financial institution. 

 
4. We register the amendments in the Financial 

Supervision Authority  
 

We file an application for entering amendments to the 
register within 14 days of executing the annex. The 
amendment to the company agreement becomes 
effective as of the date of making the entry in the 
register. 
 

5. We inform employees about amendments  
The information should be passed on in the manner 
customarily applied by the given employer. 

	
It will be easier to transfer employees as part of one capital group. A new type of permit 
The introduction of a new type of temporary residence permit is planned. It will be intended for senior 
management, specialists, or trainees  transferred to Poland by a foreign employer within one and the 
same group of companies (the so-called Intra-Company Transfer Employment Permit). Currently, work on 
amending the regulations is in progress, and probably the amendment will become effective at the 
beginning of 2018. The amendment also provides facilitations for foreigners transferred to another EU 
country, who want to work in Poland for a specified period of time. 
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Application of the 19% rate to incentive programs – how to define participation criteria 
Tax authorities may question the application of the 19% tax rate on employee revenues obtained through 
incentive programs based on derivative instruments. The division of the remuneration paid to employees 
may be considered as apparent and intended to avoid taxation of a part of the funds obtained as income 
from employment (usually at the 32% rate). Such statement was made by the Head of National Tax 
Administration in a recently published announcement. 
 
 
 
 
 

Tomasz Rogala 

In order to qualify for an ICT permit, a foreigner will have to meet a number 
of conditions. First of all, he/she must have professional skills and 
experience corresponding with the activity of the Polish unit to which he/she 
is being transferred. Moreover, the employee must be hired by his/her 
domestic employer who transfers such employee to Poland, for a period of 
at least 12 months (for at least 6 months in the case of trainees). The permit 
for members of the senior management and specialists will be issued for 
the period of 3 years and for trainees - for the maximum period of one year. 
 
According to the new regulations, the holder of the permit will be 
authorized, after fulfilling certain conditions, to perform work not only in 
Poland but also in other EU countries. Likewise, foreigners transferred to 
another EU country than Poland and holding an analogous residence 
permit for that country will be authorized to work also in Poland (having 
undergone an additional procedure in Poland). For example, if a company 
will intend to transfer an employee holding the ICT permit for another EU 
country to work in a Polish company belonging to the group for a period of 
up to 90 days, it will be sufficient to notify a relevant office (without the need 
to obtain a separate permit in Poland). 

Starting from 2018, the government may introduce quantitative limits specifying the maximum number of 
work permits, permits for seasonal work, and declarations on entrusting work to a foreigner, which may be 
issued in a given year by Polish offices. The limits for the given year will be specified in the form of an 
ordinance. 

Karolina Schiffter, 
Advocate 
 

Work permit quantitative limits 

Limits concerning the number of particular work permits or declarations on 
entrusting work may be specified separately for a given voivodeship, 
profession or even a given type of agreement on the basis of which a 
foreigner will perform work. Decisions as to the level of the limits are to be 
issued with regard to, among others, labor market needs and number of 
cases handled by labor offices. The possibility of introducing the limits was 
also mentioned in the new regulations prepared by the government which 
introduce a new residence permit for the purpose of performing work as 
part of intra-company transfer and for the purpose of performing work in a 
desired profession. However, in the case of these permits, the introduction 
of the limits would only be possible in 2019. 
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Employer having no seat in Poland is a tax payer – a new interpretation but no need to make 
changes yet 
A company which does not have a registered office or place of business in Poland must calculate and 
deduct advances on the income tax of an employee hired in Poland. The competent authority is the 
Third Tax Office for Warsaw-Śródmieście or the Mayor of the Capital City of Warsaw. This is a new 
interpretation, different from the views presented so far by the tax authorities. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

There is a likelihood that tax authorities will qualify revenues from incentive 
programs as income from employment and impose taxation based on the 
income tax scale (up to the maximum rate of 32%). Hence, I encourage you 
to take a preventive look at the criteria you apply, which your employee 
must meet to receive additional compensation for participation in the 
incentive program. The criteria should be formulated so as to justify 
classification of a part of the remuneration not as a contractual 
remuneration but as revenues being subject to a 19% tax rate. Such 
justification can be sought, in particular, in the requirements imposed on the 
employee, his duties, the recipients of his actions, etc. 

Kazimierz 
Romaniec 
 

The above interpretation was issued in an individual case. It is a 
breakthrough in the current interpretative line, according to which an entity 
without the registered seat or a place of business does not calculate or 
withhold any advances on account of the personal income tax in Poland 
(the duties falling within that scope are taken over by the employee). This 
may give rise to concerns about a change in the approach to tax 
accounting with respect to income earned by employees hired by foreign 
entities not having their registered seat or place of business in Poland. 
Nevertheless, the change in the method of tax settlement at this stage 
would be premature. As long as the tax authorities uphold the 
interpretation applied so far, I do not recommend any changes. This could 
cause unnecessary perturbations in your business and disputes with tax 
authorities. We will keep you informed if the new interpretation line is 
established.       


